
UMBRELLA USAGE, MAINTENANCE 
& UPKEEP INSTRUCTIONS
It is always recommended that caution be applied in extreme wind and weather conditions.

Warranty does not cover damage caused by incorrect installation, wind, or wrongful use of the product. Hauser 
does not recommend or warrant the deployment or use of any collapsible shade equipment in wind conditions 
which exceed 20 MPH. Hauser will not cover any damage to a shade or base device which occurs as a result 
of contact with the ground or any other foreign object including damage which occurs as a result of sudden and 
severe weather events or other extreme acts of nature. In general, Hauser recommends that all collapsible 
shade products be securely closed each night or when not in use.

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Prior to opening, ensure that the shade product is properly secured to an adequate shade anchor, using the 
locking system intended for the specific product (integrated holder / free-standing weight column and thumb 
screw). When opening a Hauser umbrella, gently separate each rib at least 6 inches from the center post, 
before raising the hub. Do not force hub if it does not rise easily. When closing the parasol, pull the fabric out 
from between the ribs to avoid pinching or damaging the canopy membrane. Hauser recommends that all 
collapsible shade equipment be closed in wind conditions which exceed 20 MPH. Although it is common for 
wind gusts to reach much higher than this (especially during severe weather events) the use of durable and 
heavily weighted anchor structure is mandatory for safety and proper operation.

MAINTENANCE AND UPKEEP

Clean above ground umbrella bases regularly to maintain appearance. To clean umbrellas, gently wash with 
soap and water using a non-abrasive cloth or pad. The fabric canopy can be cleaned without being removed 
from the frame. Simply brush off any loose dirt or particles; rinse and clean with a mild soap in lukewarm water 
(no more than 100° F.) Rinse thoroughly to remove soap. Allow fabric to air dry. Do not use heavy detergents, 
bleach or stiff brushes.
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